American Falls Back Across Kum River

KOREAN SOUTHERN FRONT

Since several American units crossed the wide river into North Korea on Tuesday, a large scale withdrawal of forces from the United Nations command has begun. The first elements of the American reserve, consisting of a tank division, have crossed the river. The withdrawal is expected to continue for several days.

Congress Shelves Bill to Reduce Exercize Tax

WASHINGTON (AP) - The $80 million excise tax reduction bill to die for this summer of congress, high administration sources said Wednesday.

They reported that Secretary of the Treasury John W. Snyder testified before the Senate Finance Committee for the second day. Snyder said the bill would not be approved by the Senate Finance Committee.

Illegal Passing Count Faces 'Ville Man

Walter W. Moeller, 45, of Clintonville, was free on $15 bond for illegal passing count.

Walter Moeller was arrested for illegal passing on the highway near the Clintonville area.

Downpour Halls Sewer Tanks

East Iowa Cities were hit by a heavy downpour on Wednesday. The rain caused widespread flooding in several areas.

Maryland Guardsmen In 'For the Duration'

BALTIMORE (AP) - Maryland National Guardsmen on Tuesday took up their 'For the Duration' oath.

The Guardsmen were sworn in at ceremonies in several locations throughout the state.

U.S. Jet Attacks Red Tank

A U.S. F-84 jet fighter swept the ground around a North Korean tank, which was caught in the crossfire of an American gunnery. The tank was destroyed.

The Weather

Fair and cooler today. Friday, south winds, 20-35 mph. Saturday, east winds, 10-20 mph. Sunday, cool, sunny, mild.
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Editorials

A Tough Job — A Good Job

A lot of people think that Uncle Sam's task is a tough one, but they say it's a good job too. The work of maintaining peace and stability in the world is never easy, but it is necessary for the well-being of all nations.

The United Nations, which is the main international organization, is working to resolve conflicts and promote cooperation among countries. It is a tough job, but it is a good job.

Recent events in the Middle East, for example, have highlighted the challenges faced by the UN. The conflict between Israel and Palestine is a complex issue that requires diplomacy and patience.

But the UN is working hard to find solutions that will bring peace to the region. The organization is providing humanitarian aid to those affected by the conflict and is working to create conditions for a peaceful resolution.

In conclusion, the job of maintaining peace and stability in the world is a tough one, but it is a good job. The UN and its members are working hard to ensure a better future for all.

Suggest Reimposing Voluntary Censorship Of Military Matters

WASHINGTON — According to a statement by Secretary of War, the US government has decided to reimpose voluntary censorship on the press in order to maintain national security.

The decision was made after a thorough review of the situation, and it is expected to be effective immediately. The Secretary of War assured the public that measures will be taken to ensure that the press is only providing accurate and reliable information.

The move has been welcomed by many who believe that voluntary censorship is necessary to protect national security.

Korean War Outcome Fateful to Philippines

Washington from Korea's "hot war" has brought on the Philippine war that has left no one untouched by its effects. The outcome of the Korean War will have a lasting impact on the Philippines, which is a major ally of the US.

The Philippines is a key ally of the US in the region, and its role in the outcome of the Korean War will be crucial. It is expected that the Philippines will continue to play an important role in the region.

Demos Open State Convention

DEE MOORES (IPI) — The Democratic state convention was held last week in a city with its own special appeal to the state's voters. The convention was an opportunity for the party's platform and candidates to be presented to the electorate.

The convention was held in a state where the party's candidates are widely supported. The convention's strong showing was a sign of the party's strength in the state.

The convention was a success, and its candidates were expected to win the upcoming election.
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**What would be in her head than in her length and pulled it to one side.**
Workshop Speaker Lands Co-op Benefits

Cooperatives add to the income of the farmers who take an active part in forming them.

Farmers have been told Tuesday at a Farm Credit Co-op meeting in Fremont that a co-op venture has been organized in the Lower North Central area.

The meeting was conducted by Dr. John H. Deardorff of the North Central Co-operative Research Enterprise in a Farm Bureau Club setup.

The purpose of the venture is to encourage cooperative buying and selling of agricultural produce and to assist farmers in forming co-ops in the area.

The meeting was attended by representatives from several co-ops in the area.

Research shows that farmers who participate in co-ops have a higher income than those who do not participate.

Women Ask for Home, Land in Divorce Suit

A woman who filed for divorce and asked for a home and land was granted her request.

The woman, who was married to her husband for 10 years, asked for a home and land in the divorce suit.

The court ruled in favor of the woman and awarded her the home and land.

Police View Mobile Crime Laboratory

A mobile crime laboratory was viewed by police officers on Tuesday.

The mobile laboratory was designed to help police officers investigate crimes more efficiently.

The laboratory was equipped with advanced technology to aid in the investigation of crimes.

Stonework Scrabbled

A piece of stonework was removed from the building on Tuesday.

The stonework was located on the side of the building and was damaged.

The stonework was removed from the building to prevent further damage.

Bubble Travels 200 Miles

Soap bubble remained intact 200 days, was carried in automobile, suitcase

HUNTINGTON, N.D. — Ed Gel, a physics professor at the University of North Dakota, has been studying the behavior of soap bubbles for several months.

Gel recently conducted an experiment where he attempted to carry a soap bubble from one end of the United States to the other.

The experiment involved placing the bubble in an automobile and driving it across the country.

The bubble remained intact for 200 days, which is a significant achievement for soap bubble research.

Gel is currently analyzing the data collected from the experiment to better understand the behavior of soap bubbles.

Newsmen Fears U.S. Faces Defeat in Korean Fighting

Newsmen in Seoul are concerned about the situation in Korea.

According to reports, the United States is facing a severe defeat in the Korean fighting.

The newsmen are calling for immediate action to prevent a complete collapse of the U.S. military in Korea.

U.S. schools tell teachers to start new year

School teachers were notified by the U.S. Department of Education to start the new school year on Tuesday.

The department instructed teachers to begin the new school year despite the ongoing Korean fighting.

The department's decision has been met with mixed reactions from teachers and parents.

Union Upheld in Quaker Oats Claim

The Kraft Co. has been upheld in a Quaker Oats claim.

The company was accused of using similar packaging to Quaker Oats' products.

A judge ruled in favor of Quaker Oats, stating that the company did not violate any trademarks.

Edward S. Rose—Interesting little bird — will be on display Wednesday at the zoo.

You've been buying electric blankets.

You've been paying top dollar for electric blankets.

Now you can get the same quality electric blanket for less money.

The Blanket Event, waiting for Penney's,

BUY ON EASY PAY—LAY-AWAY!

CHARGE!

Buy on Easy Pay—Lay-Away!

You've been paying too much for electric blankets.

Rise your hands over the counter, notice the soft, luxurious wool.

Now you can get the same quality electric blanket for less money.

The Blanket Event, waiting for Penney's,

Extra Long All Wool Four-Pounder

$19.75

And you pay at Penney's.

Penney's is a low... 9.90

Penney's now has yours at a budget-low price!

S-o-l-i-d Comfort Electric Blanket

You're tired of sleeping on electric blankets.

You've been paying too much for electric blankets.

Now you can get the same quality electric blanket for less money.

The Blanket Event, waiting for Penney's,

Bulldog Team Sidelines at Tourney

Doubles team was defeated by Medford.

The doubles team of Tourney was defeated by Medford on Tuesday.

The team, consisting of two doubles partners, was unable to overcome the skilled gameplay of Medford.

The loss marks the team's third defeat in the current season.

Drug Shop

1918 median income was 4.90 per day.

When war broke out in 1918, according to the statistics, median income was 248 per day.

The war caused a dramatic increase in the cost of living, leading to a decrease in median income.

The war also resulted in a reduction in the number of jobs available, leading to a decrease in median income.

The war caused a dramatic increase in the cost of living, leading to a decrease in median income.
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Byrnes Swept Into Race for Governor; Thurmond Defeated

COLOMBO, S.C. — South Carolina's Governor-licutenant Governor ticket of Henry F. Byrnes and Arthur H. Wilkes won the Democratic primary yesterday in the race for governor, it was reported.

They also brought former Governor Paul S. Burnetti out of political retirement, and Thurmond and his followers were completely routed in the primary election.

Burnetti, a Democrat since 1930, is the first Democrat to be governor since 1930, and Thurmond's defeat is the first time in his career that he has been defeated at the polls.

Thurmond, who ran as a Republican candidate in 1932 and 1936, was unable to carry any of the state's 42 counties.

He was defeated by Byrnes in the primary and will not be allowed to participate in the general election.

Thurmond's defeat is a major setback for the Republican Party in South Carolina, and his loss is a victory for the Democratic Party.

Byrnes, who has been a candidate for governor since 1932, is expected to carry the Democratic ticket in the general election.

The results of the primary election are as follows:

- Henry F. Byrnes (Democrat) — 39,000 votes
- Arthur H. Wilkes (Democrat) — 37,000 votes
- James W. Byrnes (Republican) — 3,000 votes
- John A. Thurmond (Republican) — 2,000 votes

The Democratic ticket is expected to carry the general election, and Byrnes is expected to become the next governor of South Carolina.
Rain Forces Tennis Meet Indoors

Two Seeded Players Defeated Wednesday

By ROBERT DUNCAN

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (June 8) -- Two-seeded players were defeated today as rain forced the players indoors at the Bloomington Tennis Club. The Men's and Women's Singles were won by seeded players. 

LaMotta Whips Tiberio Mitri in Title Fight

NEW YORK -- Joe LaMotta, the Bronx Bull, turned roundhouse Wednesday night and knocked out the middleweight contender by winning a 10-round decision. Joe's victory over Tiberio Mitri kept his unbeaten record intact. LaMotta, ranked No. 2 in the middleweight class, is now 19-1-2. Mitri of the Bronx, rated No. 7, is 17-3. The decision was unanimous 150-112, 150-114, 149-112.

LaMotta's victory keeps his unbeaten record unblemished. Mitri was knocked out in the 10th round.

Williams Breaks Arm in All-Star Game

BOSTON -- Joe DiMaggio, Berra Hurt in All-Star Game

NEW YORK -- Joe DiMaggio strained his shoulder Wednesday evening. The Yankee outfielder, who was hurt in a collision at home plate during the game, will be out for a few days. Berra, who was also hurt, will be out for a week.

Sherry Anderson of Des Moines registered one of the fine sights of the annual Missouri Valley Conference meet. She was a winner in the 100-yard dash with a time of 11.6. She also won the 200-yard dash and the 400-yard dash.

Two seeded players were defeated today as rain forced the players indoors at the Bloomington Tennis Club. The Men's and Women's Singles were won by seeded players.
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NEW YORK -- Joe LaMotta, the Bronx Bull, turned roundhouse Wednesday night and knocked out the middleweight contender by winning a 10-round decision. Joe's victory over Tiberio Mitri kept his unbeaten record intact. LaMotta, ranked No. 2 in the middleweight class, is now 19-1-2. Mitri of the Bronx, rated No. 7, is 17-3. The decision was unanimous 150-112, 150-114, 149-112.

LaMotta's victory keeps his unbeaten record unblemished. Mitri was knocked out in the 10th round.

Joe DiMaggio strained his shoulder Wednesday evening. The Yankee outfielder, who was hurt in a collision at home plate during the game, will be out for a few days. Berra, who was also hurt, will be out for a week.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senator Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.) charged yesterday that some of the documents were stripped of their importance by the State Department employees. McCarthy made the charge as if he was speaking to a press conference on a step-off to the State Department.

With the letter he sent four.
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All in a Day’s Work

The all-day races and other events of the University Theatre present their last program for the session under the direction of Prof. J. F. Cronin, Joe's draught beer, "Life With Mother."
The play, a comedy by Thomas Addis Emmet, will be presented Tuesday and every night through July 26, except Saturday.

Saturday is the second annual eyeglass fitting of the 1930 line at the University Theatre. Only October are available at the theatre office.

The 5:30 ball ticket office will be open Monday through Saturday from 9:00 a.m. until noon and from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. for admission to the play. The regular ball ticket office will be open one hour before the play begins.

Commission Postpones Rail Service

DES MOINES—The Des Moines City Council gave a 30-day postponement of an action on a request for the St. Louis and Northern Railway to discontinue the growth of the city with the exception of the Kanawha and Eagle Grove and railroad.

The council ordered an extension of the hearing on the petition for July 18 and also accepted the proposal of a new railroad to serve the area. The action will be rescheduled for June 19 as no further action could be taken until another date is to be determined.

The council said it would consider the proposal on a later date at the same time the council will consider the proposal for the city to become a railroad company or to continue to operate the railroad county.

Wisconsin to Tear Down Old Boys’ Reform School

MILWAUKEE—The Wisconsin Board of Reform Schools will tear down the old boys’ reform school at Madison, Wis., and build a new school at River Falls, Wis.

The old building, which has been in service for 40 years, will be razed and a new school will be built on the site.

Boys’ Confinement

The accident happened one day after the school was opened to the Milwaukee area.

“It was a retirement party for a retired employee who was working in the department,” said a Milwaukee man.

The accident happened to an employee in the Milwaukee area.

Shoben Speaks to Workshop on Counseling

Shoben encourages current and potential therapists in the state to begin their training program on a part-time or full-time basis.

Shoben said, "People are looking for a solution to their problems and they are willing to pay for it."

BREMERS Annual July Action

SALE

Starts TODAY at 9 a.m.

You’ll Save During This Sale

If you wish to save money do not miss this sale, for here are groups of broken lots and sizes of men’s fine quality, regular weight and also, a few regular weight suits and tops, as well as boys’ wear and men’s shoes . . . all priced to clear capability during this July Action Sale.

Men’s Summer Suits

- all bag savings

Values to $35

Values to $45

Values to $75

$26 $36 $46

Men’s Summer Pants

You’ll buy several at these prices.

Values to $35

Values to $65

Values to $125

$5 68 $7 68 $9 68

Broken Lot of Men’s Regular Weight

Suits and Topcoats

- Price’d to Clear-

Values to $45

Values to $30

Values to $75

$36 $46 $56

Men’s Furnishings Reduced

For Quick Action

BREMER’S

3,000 Values To 3.95

25% DISCOUNT

$344

$188

$684

BOYS’ SHOP—Special Savings

MEN’S BOSTONIANS AND MANSFIELD

SHOES

at reduced prices

Group I

Values to $15.95

Now $79

Group II

Values to $11.95

Now $69

Group III

Values to $11.95

Now $79

All items at reduced prices

BREMER’S

Quality First with Nationally-Known Brands